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AssrRAcr

Scanning tunneling microscope (STM) images of atomically flat terraces on a pyrite
(FeSr) {100} surface are interpreted in terms of pyrite surface electronic structure; the
electronic states at the top ofthe valence band, and therefore the states imaged in the STM
under our conditions, are localized on Fe sites. The structure observed at a step difers
from that of the terrace, probably because of band bending in response to electrostatic
perturbations and shifting of atomic positions at the step edge; convolution of atomic and
electronic structure information in STM images precludes unequivocal interpretation of
step structure. Nevertheless, the images suggest that steps may provide paths of enhanced
conductivity, which could affect pyrite surface redox reactivity.

INrnooucuoN

Pyrite (FeSr), the most common sulfide mineral, is an
important geochemical redox and photoredox reactant
(e.g., Waite, 1990). Oxidation of pyrite and other sulfide
minerals is of importance in processes ranging from acid
mine drainage and ore processing @iegler and Swift, 1979;
Nordstrom, 1982; McKibben and Barnes, 1986) to scav-
engrng of precious metal complexes during ore formation
(Bakken et al., 1989; Bancroft and Hyland, 1990; Eggle-
ston and Hochella, l99l). Pyrite and other transition-
metal dichalcogenides are also important electrochemical
regenerative and photoelectrolysis-cell electrodes (En-
naoui et al., 1986; Fan and Bard, l99l). Consequently,
pyrite bulk and surface electronic structure have been
studied (e.g., Li et al., 1974:' Jaegermann and Tributsch,
1988). Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), which al-
lows atomic-resolution imaging of surface electronic state
distribution, has also been applied to pyrite surfaces. Eg-
gleston and Hochella (1990) imaged Fe sites on a fresh
pyrite { l0 l } surface; Fan and Bard ( 1 99 1) imaged a mix-
ture of Fe and S states and used tunneling spectroscopy
to probe surface electronic structure.

In this letter, we present and interpret STM images of
a pyrite {100} surface. The results are in general agree-
ment with previous molecular orbital (MO) and UV pho-
toelectron spectroscopy (UPS) results, but the electronic
(and perhaps atomic) structure near step edges is per-
turbed. Steps impose an altered electrostatic and bonding
environment that apparently causes a slightly ditrerent set
of states to be imaged near steps relative to terraces. These
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observations have implications for pyrite surface redox
reactivity.

Expr'nrprr,NTAr- DATA

Natural pyrite specimens (from an unknown locality)
were obtained from the Stanford Mineral Collection. The
pyrite bulk band gap is approximately 0.9 eV (Ferrer et
al., 1990). Crystals were fractured and imaged in poly-
phenyl ether, a nonconductive and nonreactive oil that
has been used in previous studies ofsulfide surfaces and
which inhibits reaction of the surface with air (Eggleston
and Hochella, 1991). Although pyrite does not have a
well-developed direction of cleavage, fracture surfaces that
appeared parallel to a {100} face were selected for im-
aglng.

We used a Digital Instruments Nanoscope II STM; STM
operation has been described elsewhere (e.g., Hochella,
1990; Avouris, 1990). Briefly, a sharp metal tip is piezo-
electrically rastered over the surface, sufficiently close for
overlap of tip and surface electronic states. This allows a
small net current (1r) to flow, by means of quantum me-
chanical tunneling, in response to a bias voltage applied
to the sample (Zr). With a sufficiently sharp tip, atomic
resolution may be achieved. Specific imaging conditions
are given in the figure captions.

Rrsulrs AND DrscussroN

Figure I shows an STM image of pyrite taken at -40

mV %. Under these conditions, electrons tunnel from
occupied states at the top of the valence band (VB) to
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Fig. l. STM image taken in the constant-current mode (con-
trast results from variation in tip height) at -40.1 mV and 1.2
nA. The image area is 3l by 3l A, and total relief is approxi-
mately 0.5 A. A surface unit cell for pyrite (100) is drawn in,
allowing for drift, with FeJocalized states at the corners (see

:.J*.tn. 
image is low-pass filtered to remove high frequency

unoccupied conduction band (CB) states on the tip. Fig-
ure 2 shows a projection of the pyrite structure on (001).
Note that thermal and piezoelectric drift (which causes
nonorthogonal tip rastering) was substantial during im-
aging in Figure l, which caused distortion ofthe square-
surface unit cell. Nevertheless, comparison of the ar-
rangement and density of peaks observed in Figure I with
the arrangement of equivalent Fe and S sites in Figure 2
allows two possibilities: either the peaks in Figure I cor-
respond to Fe sites and S sites are not imaged, or S-S
pairs are imaged as a single site and Fe sites are not im-
aged. In order to interpret Figure l, we briefly discuss
pyrite surface electronic structure.

The MO calculations of Vaughan et al. (1974) and Li
et al. (197 4) for Fe-S clusters suggest that states at the top
of the VB are Fe 3d-like (tr.) states localized on Fe sites.
Figure 3A summarizes the results of Li et al. (1974) for
a combined MO and UPS study of pyrite. The UPS data
show a narrow peak at the top of the VB whose relative
intensity increases with UV energy, as expected for lo-
calized dlike states and in agreement with the MO cal-
culations. At a surface, the symmetry which causes de-
generacy of tr, states in the bulk is broken; this may be
thought of as less crystal field stabilization of the d"n or-
bital relative to that ofthe d", and d, orbitals because of
the missing ligand at the surface (Jaegermann and Tri-
butsch, 1988; Waite, 1990). This efect is illustrated in
Figure 38; the nondegenerate peaks are probably too close
together to be resolved in the UPS spectrum of Figure
3,A. Thus, the states at the top of the surface VB probably
correspond to Fe 3d-like dangling bond surface states.

The above arguments apply in a vacuum, but the sit-
uation may be different for a surface fractured under oil,
to which species may chemisorb. Recoordination of sur-
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Fig. 2. Projection of the pyrite structure on the (100) plane

(modified from Fan and Bard, l99l), showing a zigzag path
(see Fig. 4 and text). Open circles designate top layer Fe posi-
tions; shaded circles designate second layer Fe positions; open
triangles pointing up designate S sitesjust above the top Fe layer,
open triangles pointing down designate S sites just below top Fe
layer (distance above or below layer : 0.1 1 5a); shaded triangles
occupy sites analogous to the unshaded triangles, except above
and below second layer Fe. The S-S bond of firstJayer Sr pairs
crosses the midpoints ofthe cell edges.

face Fe sites by adsorbates would serve to stabilize the
dangling bond states (i.e., shift electron density deeper
into the VB) but would probably not entirely restore the
bulk symmetry that allows tr, state degeneracy (see Jae-
germann and Tributsch, 1988). Thus, although chemi-
sorption (in this case, probably weak bonding of oil mol-
ecules) might alter the exact energy ofthe surface states,
the overall interpretation still stands, except that the sur-
face states would not be referred to as dangling bonds.
This interpretation is supported by the fact that tunneling
spectra taken in air by Fan and Bard (1991) show that
the observed state density near the Fermi level (.Eu) agrees
with the MO and UPS results.

The above discussion suggests that the states we image
as bright spots (points ofhigh tunneling current) in Figure
I are most likely localized Fe 3d states at the surface.
Based on this interpretation, a surface unit cell is drawn
in Figure I that corresponds to the cell shown in Figure
2. This interpretation is similar to that offered by Fan
and Bard (1991) for their STM images, except that imag-
ing was done in air and thus differs slightly from ours (see
below).

Figure 4 shows a step only a few nanometers away from
the area imaged in Figure 1. The step is parallel to [010],
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Fig. 3. (A) UPS spectrum from Li et al. (191 4) for pyrite, for

UV energy of 30 eV. Also plotted are energy levels from their
MO calculations and band assignments. The "3p" bands contain
states that have mixed 3p and 3d character resulting from bond-
ing interactions. (B) Schematic illustration of surface states for
pyrite {100}, based on Jaegermann and Tributsch (1988). A hy-
pothetical spectmm is plotted, showing states that might be ob-
served at a surface for a spectrometer with near-perfect energy
resolution. Asymmetry at the surface breaks the Fe 3d tr" state
degeneracy, giving two surface states.
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Fig. 4. STM image at 44 x 44 A of a step taken under the
same conditions as Figure l. Atomic rows near the step edge
with perturbed electronic and atomic structure are labeled with
numbers and arrows and discussed in the text. The blurred area
in the lower part of the image may be due to adsorbate interfer-
ence with tunneling. The image is low-pass filtered to remove
high frequency noise.

and steps down from right to left; the step height (mea-
sured from the highest point on row 3 to the lowest point
to the left) is 2.8 A, which is within error (ca. 100/o) of
half a pyrite unit-cell edge (5.42A). Clearly, however, the
structure observed along the step differs from that of the
terrace (Fig. l). Approaching the step from the right in
Figure 4, we see that rows l-3 are brighter than rows on
the terrace and that row 2 appears as a zigzag chain rather
than as a row ofdistinct spots.

Fe atoms on a terrace have one dangling bond; at a
step, Fe sites with two dangling bonds may occur. That
could increase the state density at step sites, making them
appear bright relative to terrace sites. However, Figure 4
does not support this argument because sites not at the
step edge also appear relatively bright. A second possi-
bility is that coordination undersaturation of step sites
(or, given chemisorption, coordination asymmetry) re-
sults in site potentials at steps that difer from those of
terraces. Different site potentials would cause slight band
bending (Z,angv/rll, 1988), i.e., alteration of the energies
ofoccupied states relative to those on the terrace, creating
step states, just as surfaces have surface states not found
in the bulk. The distribution of such step states would
not be restricted to atoms at the step edge but might
extend several atoms away from the step edge and thus
affect the relative brightness ofnonstep sites in an STM
image, as observed. For example, the site marked with
an unlabeled black arrow in Figure 4 (in the zigzagchain)
does not correspond to an Fe site; by comparison to Fig-
ure 2, it corresponds more closely to an S site. This could
result if, because of band bending, contributions to the
tunneling current are made from occupied states lower in
the VB (which have some S character; see Waite, 1990;
Li et al., 1974). Indeed, Fan and Bard (1991) attributed
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zigzag features in their STM images of terraces (they did
not image steps at high resolution) to contributions from
S states. However, this does not explain why only S sites
in row 2 are imaged.

A third possibility is that variation in site brightness is
at least partially caused by relaxation or reconstruction
of atomic positions near steps; for example, perhaps S
atoms in row 2 are higher than those in other rows. Sim-
ilarly, Fe sites near the step appear either to be higher
than on the terrace or to have localized states that are
slightly destabilized in energy; we cannot distinguish be-
tween these possibilities. The irregular spacing of rows
near the step (e.g., the gap between rows 3 and 4) may
indicate a shift in atomic positions near the step, but it
may also be argued that the rows left of row 3 (rows 4,
5, and the faint row marked by a white arrow) correspond
to shifts in electronic or atomic structure on the lower
terrace and that row 3 is the step edge. Thus, although
Figure 4 probably reflects significant shifts ofboth elec-
tronic and atomic structure near steps relative to terraces,
the convolution of electronic structure and atomic posi-
tion information in STM images does not allow a single
step structure model to be proved (e.g., see Becker and
Vickers, 1990).

CoNcr-usroNs

Despite the difrculties discussed above, Figure 4 is
qualitatively consistent with perturbations of electronic
structure near steps (i.e., the creation ofstep states), prob-
ably combined with shifts in atomic positions near steps.
Such atomic and electronic structure perturbations prob-
ably affect the reactivity of step sites relative to terrace
sites. For example, electron transfer from the highest oc-
cupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of S' to an oxidant
was proposed by Luther (1990) in a frontier molecular
orbital approach to pyrite oxidation. This study and that
of Li et al. (1974) show that the HOMOs (strictly speak-
ing, bands) for fresh pyrite {100} terraces are localized
on Fe; however, species (Or, H2O, etc.) chemisorbed from
air and perturbations at steps may alter this situation,
resulting in states with S character at the top of the VB.
Indeed, the images ofFan and Bard (1991) for a terrace
in air show states with S character, as does our image of
a step. It is interesting to speculate that the states imaged
in STM correspond to reactive frontier bands whose
characteristics depend on the local structure (e.g., steps)
and the identity ofadsorbates.

Steps, by means of step states, may thus provide path-
ways for enhanced conductivity and redox reactivity rel-
ative to bulk or terrace sites. Such conclusions are not
surprising; steps are generally thought to be relatively re-
active. However, we may now begin to examine the mi-
croscopic physical and electronic basis for enhanced reac-
tivity, which may ultimately lead to a better understanding
of surface reaction mechanisms.
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